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The second album on Raspberries and Other Stuff a charity singles collection
benefiting the homeless and the ill, proves to be a bit of disappointment. There are
some great songs, like the absolute gem Break My Mind in two pieces, but there are
some oddities that arent on anything else. A Here Comes the Night includes the
opening lines of The Doors The End, a song the band re-recorded for their next
album. Richard James Bud, was a producer who created music for theatre and films.
Sebadohs lineup by the time the album came out looked like an episode of the
Cribs, with a dejected front man, a swaggering drummer, a strong bassist and a
guitarist. The songs are rough post-punk with lots of weirdness. Oncoming Traffic
concerns itself with the love of a man who is far too young to take another woman,
and the inability to remember a few facts about his past, like what his name is,
where he lives, and what his favorite drink is. The album closes with a quasi-cover
of the Cat Stevens hit Tamala. A single and video were released, and a memorable
version of The Doors song Love Me Two Times followed. The songs from the
forthcoming Boyhood are moving, and intimate. The album promises a return of the
austere rock of Caleids and Television for the recording age. Instead we get a series
of songs from an unfashionably and unapologetically human perspective. The songs
are all about love, loss, longing, and memory. Each song is a self-contained poem, a
miniature, but one that has depth and emotional resonance. The titles are bookend
quotations from Descartes and Artaud, and the album contains no rapping or other
rhythmic influences. Instead it is stark, spare, and rich in depth. The songs are free
verse, where each word is important. The record was co-produced by the Pixies
guitarist Joey Santiago, who was born with only one kidney, and former Black Flag
bassist Dez Cadena.
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Without further ado, its time to count down the best pop songs of 2021. Although
the list is ultimately about quality, in keeping with the established parameters of
this column, I erred on the side of chart success and cultural ubiquity. (Theres a

reason I called it The Top 40 Pop Songs Of 2021.) Given how many different ways
you can define pop and how many pop scenes are percolating online and around

the world, there will surely be a few bangers omitted. Considering how many of the
biggest songs of the year were annoying or mediocre, some of 2021s signature
tracks were also left out. Rap songs that made a big chart splash qualify; so do

album tracks by pop stars; so do songs released before this year that enjoyed slow-
build success or were included on an album in 2021. Yeah, theres some ostensibly
indie stuff in there. Think of this list as the best of this years most ubiquitous hits

with a few of my personal favorites sprinkled in. It is a great list, if I do say so
myself. Without further ado, its time to count down the best pop songs of 2021.

Although the list is ultimately about quality, in keeping with the established
parameters of this column, I erred on the side of chart success and cultural ubiquity.

(Theres a reason I called it The Top 40 Pop Songs Of 2021.) Given how many
different ways you can define pop and how many pop scenes are percolating online
and around the world, there will surely be a few bangers omitted. Watch this video

on YouTube 5ec8ef588b
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